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Manage to Thrive! 

Let me show you how to make your enterprise flourish with 
regenerative managing. 

I invite you to unleash potential, infuse meaning, embrace the 
individual, liberate creativity, orchestrate vitality, effect creative 
destruction, and achieve coherence to make your enterprise 
thrive now and forever.  

What is regenerative managing? 
Regenerative managing builds up the natural capability of people to create, innovate, 
and operate an enterprise to thrive in the present while vitalizing it to thrive in the 
future. 

Why regenerative managing? 
Existing managing practices 
hobble leaders in their endless 
struggle with creative 
destruction. The result, 
enterprises all too often 
progressively degenerate, 
become mediocre, and 
eventually fail. 

Suppose instead your enterprise 
naturally regenerates itself 
through continuous innovation 
and reinvention to thrive forever. 

Choose to thrive! Choose 
regenerative managing! 

Engage Kim 
I work with you to tailor an engagement in line with your wants, needs, and desires. 
You can arrange for me to give a talk, provide a seminar, conduct a workshop, advise 

Effective 
Make routine the creative exploration, profitable 
operation, and necessary abandonment, that sustain 
your enterprise vitality. 

Complete 
Address the full scope of managing—including 
leadership, management, and governance—in one 
comprehensive way of managing. 

Fulfilling 
Practice respect for all people, infuse meaning into their 
work, and enrich humanity with the value they create. 

Organic 
Instill practices exercising people's inherent capabilities, 
appealing to their natural sensibilities, and satisfying 
their innate needs. 
 

Kim C. Korn 
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you on your strategy for managing, and help guide your enterprise becoming 
regenerative. 

• Gain Knowledge: Arrange for a talk to bring the message of regenerative 
managing to your organization or event. 

• Gain Experience: Arrange for a workshop to deepen your understanding of 
regenerative managing with an interactive learning experience tailored to your 
needs. 

• Gain Advice: Arrange for consultation in forming and carrying out your strategy 
for managing. 

 

About Kim 
Kim Korn invented regenerative managing working in collaboration 
with Joe Pine.  

He's an experienced organization leader and management 
practitioner turned researcher, writer, and advisor dedicated to 
bringing a better way of managing to the world—one where 
flourishing people build flourishing enterprises. 

 

 

For more information, contact:  
Kim Korn – kim@KimKorn.com  +1 (651) 402-3900  @kimkorn 

 

See More About Regenerative Managing Here 
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